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A lower bound is given for the harmonic mean of the growth in a finite undirected
graph 1 in terms of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian of 1. For a connected graph,
this bound is tight if and only if the graph is distance-regular. Bounds on the diameter
of a ‘‘sphere-regular’’ graph follow. Finally, a lower bound is given for the growth
in an infinite undirected graph of bounded degree in terms of the spectrum of its
Laplacian.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Some combinatorial properties of an undirected graph 1=(V, E) are
related to the spectrum of its Laplacian. For any vertex v # V, Bt (v) is the
set of all the vertices whose distance from v is at most t. The growth
around v is the sequence ( |Bt (v)| )t # N . For a finite graph 1, let the harmonic
mean of the growth be the sequence (Ht)t # N , where |V|Ht=v # V 1|Bt (v)|.
In this paper, lower bounds on the harmonic mean of the growth in a finite
graph, and on the growth in an infinite graph of bounded degree are
presented. These bounds are in terms of the spectrum of the Laplacian, and
yield some results concerning other properties of the graph.
Section 2 assumes 1 is finite with n vertices, and proves the simple
inequality
n |P(0)|2
Ht
 :
n&1
i=0
|P($i)| 2, (1)
where P is any polynomial over C of degree t, and 0=$0 } } } $n&1
are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian. Assigning a Chebychev polynomial in
(1) gives a non-optimal result, which uses only $1 and $n&1 ,
1&
n&1
cosh(t cosh&1 (($n&1+$1)($n&1&$1)))2+n&1

Ht
n
. (2)
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Assigning an optimal polynomial in (1) gives
0=i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt ($ip&$iq)
2
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt ($ip&$iq)
2
Ht
n
. (3)
Furthermore, in Section 4 we see that in the case of a connected graph,
equality in (3) holds for all relevant t if and only if the graph is distance-
regular.
The diameter of a finite graph can be bounded using the spectrum of the
Laplacian. For example, we can deduce from (1) that if 1 is connected then
diam(1 ) is smaller than the number of the distinct eigenvalues of the
Laplacian of 1. For a k-regular graph, Alon and Milman [AM] bounded
the diameter by 2 - 2k$1 log2 n. Later, other bounds on the diameter of a
regular graph were presented in [Ch] and in [LPS]. An improvement of
these bounds, which is valid for general graphs, was presented by Chung,
Faber, and Manteuffel [CFM],
diam(1 )\ cosh
&1 (n&1)
cosh&1 (($n&1+$1)($n&1&$1))+1.
A graph is said to be sphere-regular if |Bt (v)|=|Bt (u)| for every pair of
vertices v, u # V, and every integer 0t. Section 3 presents some results on
the diameter of a sphere-regular graph. For a sphere-regular graph, (3) and
(2) are actually lower bounds for the growth in the graph. As such, they
yield bounds on the diameter. For example, if 1 is sphere-regular,
[CFM]’s bound (even with a minor improvement) can be achieved by
using (2), while the optimal result (3) yields
0<i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt ($ip&$iq)
2
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt ($ip&$iq)
2<
1
n
O diam(1 )t. (4)
Finally, the case where 1 is an infinite undirected graph of bounded
degree is briefly discussed in Section 5. It is known [GW] that for every
vertex v, and every integer 0t,
deg (v)
deg (1 ) r(P)2t
|Bt (v)|, (5)
where P is the transition operator on L2 (V), r(P) is its spectral radius, and
deg (1) is the maximal degree of the vertices of 1. If 1 is regular, (5) turns
out to be
\deg (1 )r(A) +
2t
|Bt (v)|, (6)
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where r(A) is the spectral radius of A, the adjacency operator of 1. In this
paper, arguments similar to the finite case give
cosh \t cosh&1 \sup _(2)+inf _(2)sup _(2)&inf _(2)++
2
|Bt (v)|, (7)
where _(2) is the spectrum of 2, the Laplacian of 1. In the case where 1
is regular, (7) yields
cosh \t cosh&1 \deg (1)r(A) ++
2
|Bt (v)|, (8)
which is an improvement over (6).
2. A LOWER BOUND ON THE HARMONIC MEAN OF
THE GROWTH IN A FINITE GRAPH
Let 1=(V, E) be an undirected graph with n vertices, and let A be its
adjacency matrix. The degree matrix D of 1 is an n_n diagonal matrix
such that for every vertex v # V, Dv, v=deg (v). The Laplacian of 1 is
defined as 2=D&A. 2 is a symmetric real matrix. As such, 2 is a normal
matrix, that is, 22*=2*2, where for every complex matrix X, X* denotes
the conjugate-transpose of X. As an hermitian matrix 2 has the real eigen-
values $0 } } } $n&1 . Let u0=(1- n)(1, ..., 1) # Rn then u02=0. It is
known that $0=0, and that the multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue is the
number of the connected components of 1.
Definition 2.1. A normal n_n matrix L is said to be a pseudo-
Laplacian of 1 whenever
1. u0L=0;
2. for every pair of vertices v, u # V if Lv, u {0 then v=u or
[v, u] # E.
Obviously, for every pseudo-Laplacian L of 1, the multiplicity of 0 as an
eigenvalue of L is at least the number of the connected components
of 1.
Definition 2.2. A pseudo-Laplacian L of 1 is said to be simple when-
ever the multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of L is equal to the number of
the connected components of 1.
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The Laplacian 2 is obviously a simple pseudo-Laplacian of 1.
For every matrix M, let &M&2=- trace(M*M). That is, &M&22 is the
sum of squares of the absolute values of the entries of M.
For every vertex v # V, and every integer 0t, Bt (v) is the set of all the
vertices u # V such that the distance between v and u is at most t.
Lemma 2.3. If L is a pseudo-Laplacian of 1 with the eigenvalues
+0 , ..., +n&1 then for every polynomial P over C of degree t
|P(0)|2 :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
&P(L)&22= :
n&1
i=0
|P(+ i)|2.
Proof. Suppose P(x)=ti=0 ai x
i. Observe that if (Li)u, v {0 then
u # Bi (v). Therefore
:
v # V
:
u # Bt(v)
} :
t
i=0
ai (Li)u, v }
2
=&P(L)&22 .
From the CauchySchwartz inequality we get, (1m) |mi=1 xi |
2
mi=1 |x i |
2. Therefore,
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)| } :
t
i=0
ai :
u # Bt(v)
(Li)u, v }
2
= :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)| } :u # Bt(v) :
t
i=0
a i (Li)u, v }
2
&P(L)&22 .
For every 0it, u # Bt(v) (L
i)u, v=0
i. Thus,
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
|P(0)|2&P(L)&22 .
The norm &M&2 is invariant for multiplying M by any unitary matrix.
From the spectral theorem it follows that L is unitarily diagonalizable.
Thus, &P(L)&22=
n&1
i=0 |P(+i)|
2. K
Corollary 2.4. For every polynomial P over C of degree t,
|P(0)|2 :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
&P(2)&22= :
n&1
i=0
|P($i)|2.
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Corollary 2.5. Let d be the maximal distance between any two con-
nected vertices in 1. Then, d is smaller than the number of the distinct eigen-
values of 2. More generally, d is smaller than the number of the distinct
eigenvalues of any simple pseudo-Laplacian of 1.
The similar fact that the number of the distinct eigenvalues of the
adjacency matrix of a graph is greater than d follows from the following
observations.
v The powers 0 to d of the adjacency matrix are linearly independent.
v The degree of the minimal polynomial of the adjacency matrix is
the number of its distinct eigenvalues.
For the case where the graph is connected and regular, another proof is
presented in [Hoff], and in [Bi, p. 51].
If we know the corollary for the case where the graph is connected then
we can apply the corollary on every connected component of the graph.
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the corollary in the case where the graph
is connected.
In the case of a regular graph, the number of the distinct eigenvalues of
the adjacency matrix is the same as the number of the distinct eigenvalues
of the Laplacian. Therefore, the number of the distinct eigenvalues of the
Laplacian of a connected regular graph is greater than its diameter.
Corollary 2.5 generalizes this fact for general graphs. Hoffman’s argument
with minor changes proves this corollary (for the connected case and there-
fore, for the general case). Here is a different proof.
Proof. As we already know, we can assume that 1 is connected. Let L
be any simple pseudo-Laplacian of 1, and let s be the number of the dis-
tinct eigenvalues of L. There is a polynomial P of degree t=s&1 such that
P(0)=1, and for every eigenvalue +{0 of L, P(+)=0. Applying
Lemma 2.3, we get
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
1.
Thus, for each vertex v, |Bt (v)|=n. Therefore, d=diam(1)t. K
Let T0 (x)=1, T1 (x)=x. For every integer 1t, let Tt+1 (x)=2xTt (x)&
Tt&1 (x). Tt is a polynomial of degree t, and is called the t th degree
Chebychev polynomial. Furthermore, the Chebychev polynomials may also
be written as Tt (x)=cosh(t cosh&1 (x))=cos(t cos&1 (x)). A simple but not
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optimal result, which uses only $1 and $n&1 , can be achieved by assigning
the polynomial
P(x)=Tt \$n&1+$1&2x$n&1&$1 +
in Corollary 2.4.
Corollary 2.6.
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
1+
n&1
cosh(t cosh&1 (($n&1+$1)($n&1&$1)))2
.
Proof. Tt (x)=cos(t cos&1 (x)), hence for every &1x1, |Tt (x)|1.
For every $1x$n&1 , |($n&1+$1&2x)($n&1&$1)|1. Therefore,
|P(0)|2 :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
 :
n&1
i=0
|P($ i)|2|P(0)| 2+(n&1). K
The following three technical lemmas are intended to extract the most
from Corollary 2.4.
Lemma 2.7. Let M be an n_n complex hermitian positive definite
matrix. Let A be an n_k complex matrix of rank k, and let b be a complex
row vector of length k. Then
min[xMx* | x # Cn, xA=b]=b(A*M &1A)&1 b*.
Furthermore, the minimum is attained by
x=b(A*M&1A)&1 A*M&1.
Proof. As a positive definite quadratic form, h(x)=xMx* has a mini-
mal value on the affine subspace defined by xA=b. Let x be the point
where this minimum is attained. First, we will find this x for the case where
M, A, b, and x are all real. Using the Lagrange factors method it follows
that there exists a real column vector ; of height k such that A;={h(x)=
2Mx*. Therefore, A*M&1A;=2A*x*=2b*. A*M&1A is obviously regular,
thus, ;=2(A*M&1A)&1 b*. On the other hand M&1A;=2x*. Therefore,
x=b(A*M&1A)&1 A*M&1.
Next, we use the real case to prove the complex case. For every complex
matrix X, let c(X) be the real matrix (Real(X) Image(X)), and let C(X) be
the real matrix
\ Real(X)&Imag(X)
Imag(X)
Real(X) + .
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Observe the following:
v C and c are one-to-one;
v the function c: Cn  R2n is surjective;
v C(X*)=C(X)*;
v if X is an identity matrix then so is C(X);
v if X and Y are complex matrices such that the product XY is
defined then C(X) C(Y)=C(XY), and c(X) C(Y)=c(XY);
v if X is a regular square matrix then so is C(X), and
C(X&1)=C(X)&1.
v if X is hermitian positive definite then so is C(X);
v if X has full columns rank then so does C(X);
v xMx*=c(x) C(M) c(x)*;
v xA=b if and only if c(x) C(A)=c(b).
It follows that the minimal value of the expression c(x) C(M) c(x)* is
attained by x such that
c(x)=c(b)(C(A)* C(M)&1 C(A))&1 C(A)* C(M)&1.
This proves the lemma. K
Lemma 2.8. For every :0 , ..., :n&1 # C, and for every integer
0t<|[:0 , ..., :n&1] |, if M is the (t+1)_(t+1) matrix such that for
every 0i, jt,
(M) i, j= :
n&1
l=0
: il:
j
l
then M is positive definite, and for every * # C
1
*

M&1*

*
=min { :
n&1
i=0
|P(:i)|2 | P # C[x], deg(P)t, P(*)=1= ,
where *

=(1, * , ..., * t). Furthermore, the minimum is attained by the polyno-
mial P(x)= ti=0pix
i whose coefficients are given by
( p0 , ..., pt)=
1
*

M &1*

*
*

M&1.
Proof. Let Pa(x)= ti=0 a ix
i, where (a0 , ..., at)=a # Ct+1, and let
h(a)=n&1i=0 |Pa(:i)|
2. By its definition, h is the quadratic form
h(a)=aMa*. If h(a)=0 then Pa(: i)=0, for every 0i<n, and since
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deg (Pa)<|[:0 , ..., :n&1]|, we get, a=0. With the fact that 0h, we can
conclude that M is positive definite.
Applying Lemma 2.7 with M, A=*

*, and b=1, ends the proof. K
Lemma 2.9. Let M be defined as in Lemma 2.8. Then
det(M)= :
0i0< } } } <it<n
\ ‘
0p<qt
|: ip&:iq |
2+ ,
and for all 0r, st,
det(M)(M &1)r, s
= :
0i1< } } } <it<n
_rt(:i1 , ..., :it ) _
s
t(:i1 , ..., :it) ‘
1p<qt
|:ip&:iq |
2,
where _ tt(x1 , ..., xt)=1, and for every 0l<t
_ lt(x1 , ..., xt)=(&1)
t&l :
1i1< } } } <it&lt
xi1 } } } xit&l .
Proof. Let W be the (t+1)_n matrix such that for every 0it, and
every 0 jn&1, (W)i, j=: ij . Recall the BinetCauchy formula
det(AB)=:
I
det((A)I) det((B*)I),
where A # Mm_n (C), B # Mn_m (C), the sum is taken over all the multi-
indexes 1i1< } } } <imn, and (A)I is the m_m matrix obtained from A
by omitting all, except the i1 , ..., im th, columns. Noticing that WW*=M,
and using the BinetCauchy formula, we get
det(M)=det(WW*)= :
0i0< } } } <it<n
\ ‘
0p<qt
|: ip&:iq |+
2
.
Multiplying a Vandermonde matrix with its inverse matrix gives the
identity
:
t
i=0
(&1) i xri _
s
t(x0 , ..., x i&1 , xi+1 , ..., xt) ‘
m, l{i
m<l
(xm&xl)
={
‘
m<l
(xm&x l) if r=s,
0 otherwise.
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Using this identity and the identity  tl=0 x
l_ lt(x1 , ..., xt)=>
t
l=1 (x&xl),
the rest of the proof is merely straight-forward matrix multiplication. K
Corollary 2.10. Let M, *

, and P be defined as in Lemma 2.8. Then
*

M&1*

*=
1
det(M)
:
0i1< } } } <it<n
\‘
t
l=1
|*&:il |
2+ ‘
1p<qt
|:ip&:iq |
2,
and
P(x)=
0i1< } } } <it<n (>
t
l=1 (x&:il)(*&:il)) >1p<qt |: ip&:iq |
2
0i1< } } } <it<n (>
t
l=1 |*&: il |
2) >1p<qt |:ip&:iq |
2 .
Definition 2.11. For every integer 0t, let Rt, n denote the function
on Cn defined by Rt, n (+0 , ..., +n&1)=
{
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt |+ip&+ iq |
2
0=i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt |+ip&+iq |
2 if t<|[+0 , ..., +n&1]|,
|[i | +i=+ i0]| otherwise.
Back to the graph 1. Suppose +0 , ..., +n&1 are the eigenvalues of a
pseudo-Laplacian of 1. We are interested in minimizing
n&1i=0 |P(+i)|
2
|P(0)|2
.
Combining Lemma 2.3, Corollary 2.5, Lemma 2.8, and Corollary 2.10
(with *=0) we obtain the next corollary.
Corollary 2.12. Let L be a pseudo-Laplacian of 1 and let 0=
+0 , ..., +n&1 be the eigenvalues of L. Let m=|[+0 , ..., +n&1]|. For every
integer 0t<m, let PL, t (x) be the polynomial
:
0i1< } } } <it<n
\‘
t
l=1
+ il (x&+il)+ ‘
1p<qt
|+ip&+ iq |
2.
For every integer mt, let PL, t=PL, m&1 . For every non-negative integer t,
the polynomial PL, t minimizes the value of the expression
n&1i=0 |P(+i)|
2
|P(0)|2
,
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where P is a polynomial of degree t, and P(0){0. And
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|

n&1i=0 |PL, t (+i)|
2
|PL, t (0)| 2
=Rt, n (+0 , ..., +n&1).
As we previously saw, Corollary 2.6 gives us a lower bound on the har-
monic mean of the growth in terms of $1 and $n&1 . Using Corollary 2.12,
we get a better (but not explicit) bound in terms of $1 and $n&1 .
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
max[Rt, n (0, $1 , x2 , ..., xn&2 , $n&1) | $1x2 } } } xn&2$n&1].
3. REGULAR GRAPHS, THE ADJACENCY MATRIX, AND
THE DIAMETER OF A SPHERE-REGULAR GRAPH
In this section 1 is a k-regular graph, and the eigenvalues of its
adjacency matrix A are *n&1 } } } *0=k (that is, *i=k&$i , and thus,
Rt, n ($0 , ..., $n&1)=Rt, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)). Assigning P(k&x) as the polyno-
mial in Corollary 2.4, and defining Pt (x) to be P2, t (k&x) (as in
Corollary 2.12), yields the next Lemma and the following Corollary.
Lemma 3.1. For every polynomial P over C of degree t,
|P(k)|2 :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
&P(A)&22= :
n&1
i=0
|P(*i)|2.
Corollary 3.2. Let m=|[*0 , ..., *n&1]|. For every integer 0t<m,
let Pt (x) be the polynomial
:
0i1< } } } <it<n
\‘
t
l=1
(x&*il)(k&* il)+ ‘
1p<qt
(*ip&*iq)
2.
For every integer mt, let Pt=Pm&1 . For every non-negative integer t, the
polynomial Pt minimizes the value of the expression
n&1i=0 |P(*i)|
2
|P(k)|2
,
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where P is a polynomial of degree t, and P(k){0. And
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|

n&1i=0 |Pt (* i)|
2
|Pt (k)|2
=Rt, n (*0 , ..., *n&1).
A simple combinatorial result, not involving eigenvalues, can be achieved
by using Lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. Let Ht denote the harmonic mean of |Bt (v)| over all
v # V, and let Ct denote the probability that a random walk (starting at a
random vertex) of length t in 1 is closed. Then for every integer 0t,
1
C2t
Ht .
If 1 is bipartite then for every integer 1t,
2
C2t&2

1
C2t
+
1
C2t&2
Ht .
Proof. Observe that for every integer 0t,
1
nkt
:
n&1
i=0
* ti =
1
nkt
trace(At)=Ct .
Assigning xt as P in Lemma 3.1 gives us
nk2t
Ht
 :
n&1
i=0
*2ti =nk
2tC2t .
Suppose 1t. Assigning C2t&2xt+kC2txt&1 as P in Lemma 3.1 gives us
n(C2t&2 kt+kC2t kt&1)2
Ht
 :
n&1
i=0
(C2t&2* ti+kC2t *
t&1
i )
2
= :
n&1
i=0
C 22t&2 *
2t
i +k
2C 22t *
2t&2
i +2kC2t&2C2t*
2t&1
i
=nk2tC2t&2 C2t (C2t&2+C2t+2C2t&1).
If 1 is bipartite then C2t&1=0. Therefore, whenever 1 is bipartite
C2t&2+C2tHt C2t&2C2t . To end the proof we note that C2tC2t&2 . K
Definition 3.4. 1 will be called sphere-regular of order t if for every
0st, and every pair of vertices v, u # V, |Bs (v)|=|Bs (u)|. 1 will be
called sphere-regular if it is sphere-regular of every order.
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For example, every transitive graph is sphere-regular.
The girth of 1 is the length of the shortest circles in 1 (the girth is
defined to be infinite if the graph contains no circles). The girth of any
graph is greater than 2.
We can now get an upper bound on the diameter of a sphere-regular
graph.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose 1 is k-regular (k{2) and sphere-regular of
order t. For every integer 02s<girth(1 ), in particular for s # [0, 1], if
there exists a polynomial of degree t such that
\1&k(k&1)
s&2
n(k&2) + :
n&1
i=0
|P(*i)|2<|P(k)|2
then diam(1)t+s.
Proof. Observe that if for every v, u # V(1), n<|Bt (u)|+|Bs (v)| then
diam(1 )r+s. Suppose 02s<girth(1). For every vertex v,
|Bs (v)|=1+k
(k&1)s&1
k&2
.
We also know from Lemma 3.1 that for every vertex u # V(1 ), n | P(k)|2
|Bt (u)| n&1i=0 |P(*i)|
2. Therefore, n<|Bt (u)|+|Bs (v)|. K
Let *=maxi=1, ..., n&1 |*i |. Applying Corollary 3.5 with s=0 and the t th
degree Chebychev polynomial (see the proof of Corollary 2.6)
P(x)=Tt \2x&*1&*n&1*1&*n&1 + ,
we get, for a sphere-regular graph 1,
diam(1)\ cosh
&1 (n&1)
cosh&1 ((2k&*1&*n&1)(*1&*n&1))+1
\cosh
&1 (n&1)
cosh&1 (k*) +1.
This result is the same as the bound presented in [CFM] (the bound in
[CFM] is for a wider range of graphs). A minor improvement can be
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achieved (again, for the case of sphere-regular graphs) by applying
Corollary 3.5 with the same polynomial, and using s=1
diam(1)\ cosh
&1 (- (n&1)(n&k&1)(k+1))
cosh&1 ((2k&*1&*n&1)(*1&*n&1))+2
\cosh
&1 (- (n&1)(n&k&1)(k+1))
cosh&1 (k*) +2.
Remark 3.6. If 1 is a k-regular bipartite graph then for every
0sn&1, *n&1&s=&*s . Using the polynomial
P(x)=Tt&1 \ k*1+ Tt \
x
*1++Tt \
k
*1 + Tt&1 \
x
*1+ ,
in Lemma 3.1 we get, for 1t
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
<1+
n&2
4 \
1
Tt (k*1)
+
1
Tt&1 (k*1)+
2
1+
n&2
cosh((t&1) cosh&1 (k*1))2
.
If 1 is also sphere-regular then Corollary 3.5 implies
diam(1)cosh
&1 (- (n&2)(n&k&1)(k+1))
cosh&1 (k*1) |+2.
Using the optimal polynomial Pt , denoted in Corollary 3.2, we get the
following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose 1 is k-regular (k{2) and sphere-regular. For
every integer 02s<girth(1), if
1&
k(k&1)s&2
n(k&2)
<
1
Rt, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)
then diam(1)t+s. In particular, for s # [0, 1],
0<i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (*ip&*iq)
2
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (*ip&*iq)
2<
sk+1
n
O diam(1 )t+s.
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4. DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS
In this section we characterize the graphs for which equality holds in
Corollary 2.4.
Using the identity
m :
m
i=1
|xi |2= } :
m
i=1
xi }
2
+ :
1i< jm
|x i&x j | 2,
instead of the CauchySchwartz inequality, in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we
have the following remark.
Remark 4.1. For every pseudo-Laplacian L of 1, and for every polyno-
mial P(x)=ti=0 aix
i,
&P(L)&22&|P(0)|
2 :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
=
1
2
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
:
u, w # Bt(v)
} :
t
i=0
ai ((Li)v, u&(Li)v, w)}
2
=
1
2
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
:
u, w # Bt(v)
|(P(L))v, u&(P(L))v, w |2.
Definition 4.2. 1 will be called distance-regular of order t if for every
0st, and every integer 0l, there exists S ls such that for every pair of
vertices v, u with distance l, (As)v, u=S ls . 1 will be called distance-regular
if it is connected and distance-regular of every order.
For example, a regular graph 1 with 2t<girth(1) is distance-regular of
order t.
Lemma 4.3. If 1 is distance-regular of order t2 then 1 is
sphere-regular of order t.
Proof. Let d be the maximal distance between any two connected ver-
tices in 1. As a distance-regular graph of order 2, 1 is k-regular. Let
_s (v)=|Bs (v)"Bs&1 (v)|, and let S ls be defined as in Definition 4.2. By
induction on 0st we will prove that _s (v) is not dependent on v. First,
_0 (v)=1. Next, we assume _0 (v), ..., _s&1 (v) are not dependent on v. If
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d<s then _s (v)=0, otherwise S ss {0. From the equation k
s=sl=0 S
l
s _l (v)
we get
_s (v)=
ks& s&1l=0 S
l
s_l (v)
S ss
.
Hence _s (v) is not dependent on v. K
Remark 4.4. If 1 is distance-regular of order d2, where d is the maxi-
mal distance between any two connected vertices in 1 then 1 is distance-
regular of every order.
Proof. Let S ls be as in Definition 4.2. As a distance-regular graph of
order 2, 1 is k-regular. Let N 00=N
&1
0 =0, let
N&1l =
S ll
S l&1l&1
, N 0l =
S ll+1&S
l&1
l N
&1
l
S ll
,
for every 1ld, and let N 1l =k&N
0
l &N
&1
l , for every 0ld. Using
induction on l we can see that for every pair of connected vertices v, u with
distance l, N il is the number of the neighbors of u whose distance from v
is l+i. The recursion S ls+1=
1
i=&1 S
l+i
s N
i
l defines S*d+1 , S*d+2 , ... in terms
of S*0 , ..., S*d (here, V stands for any non-negative integer) consistently with
Definition 4.2.
Lemma 4.5. Let
DR1(t): 1 is distance-regular of order t.
DR2(t): For each 0st there exists a polynomial Qs with
deg (Qs)s such that for every pair of vertices v, u with distance s,
(Qs (2))v, u=1.
Then DR1(t) for 2t implies DR2(t), and DR2(t) for 1t implies
DR1(t).
Proof. Let d be the maximal distance between any two connected ver-
tices in 1. Let t$=min[t, d].
Assume DR1(t) for 2t. As a distance-regular graph of order 2, 1 is
regular. Let k denote its regularity. First, suppose 0st$. For any
0rs, let :s, r=(S 0r , S
1
r , ..., S
s
r). Since :s, 0 , ..., :s, s are linearly independ-
ent there exists a linear combination such that
:
s
r=0
as, r:s, r=(1, ..., 1
s+1
).
Let Qs (x)= sr=0 as, r (k&x)
r. Finally, for every t$st, let Qs=Qt$ .
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Conversely, assume DR2(t) for 1t. Q1 (x) can be written as c&x.
Thus, 1 is k-regular and 2=kI&A, where k=1&c. An n_n matrix B,
will be called distance-regular if for every v, u # V, Bv, u depends only on
the distance between v and u. Q0 (2), ..., Qt$ (2) are distance-regular, and
as n2 dimensional vectors they are linearly independent. Thus,
span[Q0 (2), ..., Qt$ (2)]=span[A0, ..., At$] is a linear space of distance-
regular matrices. In particular, A0, ..., At$ are distance-regular, and hence 1
is distance-regular of order t$. With Remark 4.4, we can conclude that 1 is
distance-regular of order t. K
Corollary 4.6. If 1 is distance-regular of order t2 then for each
vertex v, and every 0st,
|Bs (v)|=
n
Rs, n ($0 , ..., $n&1)
.
Furthermore, if 1 is connected and for every 0st,
:
v # V
1
|Bs (v)|
=Rs, n ($0 , ..., $n&1)
then 1 is distance-regular of order t.
Proof. Suppose 1 is distance-regular of order t2. From Lemma 4.5,
for each 0st there exists a polynomial Qs with deg (Qs)s such that
for every pair of vertices v, u with distance s, (Qs (2))v, u=1. From
Remark 4.1,
0{&Qs (2)&22=|Qs (0)|2 :
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
.
From Corollary 2.12 we get
:
v # V
1
|Bs (v)|
=
&Qs (2)&22
|Qs (0)|2
=Rs, n ($0 , ..., $n&1).
In addition, we know from Lemma 4.3 that 1 is sphere-regular of order t.
Hence, |Bs (v) | Rs, n ($0 , ..., $n&1)=n.
Conversely, suppose 1 is connected and for every 0st,
:
v # V
1
|Bs (v)|
=Rs, n ($0 , ..., $n&1).
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For every 0st, we want to find a polynomial Qs to suite Lemma 4.5.
First, let Q0 (x)=1. Next, assume 1st. We know from Corollary 2.12
that
&P2, s (2)&22
|P2, s (0)|2
=Rs, n ($0 , ..., $n&1).
From Remark 4.1 we get that for every vertex v, there exists ;v such that
for every u # Bs (v), (P2, s (2))v, u=;v . Since 1 is connected and P2, s (2) is
symmetric, there exists ;{0 such that for every vertex v, ;=;v . Let
Qs=(1;) P2, s . From Lemma 4.5, 1 is distance-regular of order t. K
Corollary 4.7. 1 is distance-regular if and only if 1 is connected and
for every integer 0t,
:
v # V
1
|Bt (v)|
=Rt, n ($0 , ..., $n&1).
Examples.
v The k-cube is a distance-regular graph. For each 0ik, 2i&k is
an eigenvalue with multiplicity ( ki ). Thus, for every vertex v, and for each
0tk, the volume of Bt (v) is
:
t
r=0 \
k
r+=2k
:
0=i0< } } } <itk
\‘
t
l=0 \
k
il ++ ‘0p<qt (ip&iq)
2
:
0i0< } } } <itk
\‘
t
l=0 \
k
il++ ‘0p<qt (ip&iq)
2
.
v The cycle of length n is a distance-regular graph. For every
0ln&1, 2cos(2?ln) is an eigenvalue. Thus, for each 0r<(n&1)2,
and for every vertex v, the volume of Br(v) is
1+2r=n
0=i0< } } } <ir<n >0p<qr (cos(2?ip n)&cos(2?iq n))
2
0i0< } } } <ir<n >0p<qr (cos(2?ipn)&cos(2?iq n))
2 .
It is well known that in the case of a regular graph, the moments i * ji
determine the girth. Another way to estimate the girth in terms of
*0 , ..., *n&1 is given in the next corollary.
Corollary 4.8. If 1 is k-regular (k{2) then 2s<girth(1 ) if and
only if
1+k
(k&1)s&1
k&2
=
n
Rs, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)
. (9)
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Proof. 2s<girth(1 ) if and only if for every vertex v, |Bs (v)|=
1+k((k&1)s&1)(k&2). Suppose equality (9) holds, with Corollary 3.2
we get
1+k
(k&1)s&1
k&2

n
v # V 1|Bs (v)|
.
Since for every vertex v, |Bs (v)|1+k((k&1)s&1)(k&2), we conclude
that for every vertex v, |Bs (v)|=1+k((k&1)s&1)(k&2).
If 2s<girth(1) then 1 is distance-regular of order s and, for each vertex v,
1+k
(k&1)s&1
k&2
=|Bs (v)|=
n
Rs, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)
. K
The rest of this section assumes 1 is a k-regular graph and discusses the
polynomial Pt , denoted in Corollary 3.2.
For every integer 0t, At denotes the n_n matrix defined by
(At)v, u={1 if the distance between v and u is t,0 otherwise.
Let Jt be the matrix A0+ } } } +At . Let J be the n_n matrix given by
Jv, u=1.
Remark 4.9. The polynomial, which minimizes the values of the expres-
sions &P(A)&J&2 and &P(A)&Jt&2 , where P is a polynomial with degree
t, is
Qt=
n
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (*ip&* iq)
2 Pt .
And,
&Qt (A)&J&22=n
2
0<i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (*ip&* iq)
2)
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (* ip&* iq)
2 .
Proof. Let u0=(1- n)(1, ..., 1) # Rn. u0 is an eigenvector of A with the
eigenvalue k, and an eigenvector of J with the eigenvalue n. Let u0 , ..., un&1
be an orthonormal basis such that each ui is a eigenvector of A. For every
i=1, ..., n&1, ui J=0, therefore, u0 , ..., un&1 are eigenvectors of P(A)&J
with the eigenvalues P(k)&n, P(*1), ..., P(*n&1). It follows that
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&P(A)&J&22 =|P(k)&n|
2+ :
n&1
i=1
|P(* i)|2
=n2&2n Real(P(k))+ :
n&1
i=0
|P(*i)|2. (10)
Using Corollary 3.2, we get that for every ; # C, the minimal value of
(10), where P(k)=;, and deg (P)t is attained by the polynomial
(;Pt (k)) Pt . Assigning this polynomial yields
|;|2 Rt, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)&2n Real(;)+n2. (11)
Choosing
;=
n
Rt, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)
=
nPt (k)
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (*ip&*iq)
2
minimizes (11) to be
n2 \1& 1Rt, n (*0 , ..., *n&1)+ .
We conclude by noting that &P(A)&J&22&&P(A)&Jt&22 is independent of
P, as long as deg (P)t. K
It is known that if 1 is a distance-regular graph then for every integer
0t<|[*0 , ..., *n&1] |, there exists a unique polynomial vt of degree t
such that vt (A)=At (see [BCN, p. 127]). Lemma 4.5 and Remark 4.9
imply that Qt (A)=Jt=v0 (A)+ } } } +vt (A), where Qt is defined as in
Remark 4.9. Thus, for every 0t<|[*0 , ..., *n&1]|,
n
0i0< } } } <it<n >0p<qt (*ip&*iq)
2 Pt=v0+ } } } +vt . (12)
Equation (12) presents an explicit representation of vt in terms of the eigen-
values of the adjacency matrix.
5. THE GROWTH IN AN INFINITE GRAPH
Let 1=(V, E) be an undirected graph of bounded degree (i.e., there
exists k such that for every vertex v # V, deg (v)k). For every vertex v, ev
denotes the L2 (V) function defined by \u # V, ev (u)=$v, u . Let 2 denote
the operator on L2 (V) defined by 2ev=deg (v) ev&[v, u] # E eu . We refer
to 2 as the Laplacian of 1. For every vertex v, u # V (2ev , eu)=0.
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Definition 5.1. A bounded normal operator L on L2 (V) is said to be
a pseudo-Laplacian of 1 whenever
1. For every vertex v, u # V (Lev , eu)=0.
2. For every pair of vertices v, u # V, if (Lev , eu){0 then v=u or
[v, u] # E.
The Laplacian 2 is obviously a pseudo-Laplacian of 1.
Observe that if L is any pseudo-Laplacian of 1, then L has a bounded
spectrum _(L)/C.
Lemma 5.2. If L is a pseudo-Laplacian of 1 then for every polynomial P
over C of degree t, and for every vertex v,
|P(0)|2|Bt (v)| max
x # _(L)
|P(x)|2.
Proof. From the spectral theorem it follows that if H is a bounded
normal operator on a Hilbert space then &P(H)&=maxx # _(H) |P(x)|. Thus,
&P(L)&2=maxx # _(L) | P(x)| 2. For every vertex v, &P(L)ev&&P(L)&&ev&=
&P(L)&. We know that
:
u # Bt(v)
|(P(L) ev , eu)|2= :
u # V
|(P(L) ev , eu)|2=&P(L) ev&2.
By using the CauchySchwartz inequality, we get
|P(0)|2
|Bt (v)|
=
1
|Bt (v)| } :u # Bt(v) (P(L) ev , eu ) }
2
&P(L) ev &2. K
Corollary 5.3. If :=inf _(2) and ;=sup _(2) then for every vertex
v, and for every integer 0t,
1
4 \
- ;+- :
- ;&- :+
2t
<cosh \t cosh&1 \;+:;&:++
2
|Bt (v)|.
Proof. It is known that \x # _(2), 0x. Applying Lemma 5.2 with the
tth degree Chebychev polynomial
P(x)=Tt \;+:&2x;&: +
ends the proof (see the proof of Corollary 2.6). K
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Let A be the adjacency operator of 1. A is a bounded hermitian operator
on L2 (V) with a bounded spectrum _(A)/R. If 1 is a k-regular graph
then _(A)=k&_(2). Let r(A) be the spectral radius of A. From
Corollary 5.3 we get
1
4 \
k
r(A)
+ k
2
r(A)2
&1+
2t
<cosh \t cosh&1 \ kr(A)++
2
|Bt (v)|,
which asymptotically improves the known bound (see [GW], or [MW,
Section 5])
\ kr(A)+
2t
|Bt (v)|.
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